
Parlour Crystal Lever

Classic rosette with 
Parlour crystal lever

in Satin Nickel

CLAPRL-SN
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Solid brass construction offset by a sparkling 
crystal handle—these glamorous levers will 
strike a lovely note throughout your entire 
home. 

The Parlour crystal lever can be paired with 
an ornate long plate or simple rosette. With six 
dazzling finish options, you can tailor the look 
to match any style of decor in your home.

With its distinctive shape and brilliant sparkle, 
this unique oval crystal knob adds an elegant 

accent to any door.  The Chateau is finely 
crafted of solid brass and lead crystal.

This versatile knob can be paired with any 
backplate or rosette.  Available in six fabulous 

finish options, they go with every style of 
decor, from Victorian to Art-Deco.

Victorian plate with
Parlour crystal lever

in Antique Brass

VICPRL-AB

Rope rosette with
Chateau crystal knob

in Antique Pewter

ROPCHA-AP

Chateau Crystal  Knob

Egg & Dart plate with
Chateau crystal knob

in Polished Brass

EADCHA-PB
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New knobs/levers with popular long &short plates in exciting combinations!

New York with
Chateau crystal knob in

Bright Chrome

NYKCHA-BC

Victorian with
Parlour crystal lever in

Antique Pewter

VICPRL-AP

Meadows with
Parlour crystal lever in

Antique Brass

MEAPRL-AB

Egg and Dart with
Chateau crystal knob in

Oil-Rubbed Bronze

EADCHA-OB

Meadows with
Chateau crystal knob in

Polished Brass

MEACHA-PB

Victorian with
Chateau crystal knob in

Polished Brass

VICCHA-PB

Cottage with
Chateau crystal knob in

Antique Brass

COTCHA-AB

Deco with
Parlour crystal lever in

Bright Chrome

DECPRL-BC
New York with

Parlour crystal lever in
Antique Brass

NYKPRL-AB

Prairie with
Parlour crystal lever in

Oil-Rubbed Bronze

PRAPRL-OB

Meadows with
Chateau crystal knob in

Antique Pewter

MEACHA-AP

Studio  with
Chateau crystal knob in

Satin Nickel

STUCHA-SN

New knob styles available with all plates in all finishes
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